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leading in hygiene
Since hygiene and ease  
of cleaning are major toilet 
concerns, KOHLER introduces 
Grande, with rim-free technology 
for guaranteed hygiene and easy, 
effortless, day-to-day care. 

The secret is an ultra efficient 
flush system, a special interior 
pan design that’s very smooth 
and rim-free so that every nook 
and cranny is accessible. 

Comfort for everyone who 
believes in maximum hygiene.

leading in design
Grande’s seamless, smooth pan 
delivers an industry-leading 
straight skirted toilet with a 
flawless finish. This premium, 
understated suite will perform 
equally well in master bathrooms 
and ensuites, completing any 
interior design aesthetic.

Grande is suitable for new builds 
as well as retrofit as it has back 
and dual side entry for water feed. 

•	 Multi-entry	water	feed:	top	left	
rear and dual side entry option

•	 P-trap	set	out:	185mm

•	 S-trap	set	out:	90mm	–	
160mm	(includes	vario	pan	
connector);	Optional	160	
–	230mm	(long	vario	pan	
connector not included)

•	 WELS	Rating:	4	Star	dual	 
flush	4.5/3L	

grande™

rimless
TOiLET SuiTE

rimless technology  
A rimless bowl makes cleaning 
easy as it gives total access  
to the space where germs 
accumulate and can grow. 
Removing the rim provides 
all-out cleanliness.

Breakthrough  
pan shape   
Specially designed pan  
enables water to flow around 
the whole bowl to the front 
centre, to minimise splashing.

exceptional  
Water coverage  
Smooth interior also enhances 
water flow, preventing scale  
and bacteria growth.
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easy seat removal 
The Vertical Quick Release 
(VQR)	seat	quickly	detaches	
with a ‘one-handed’ lift, for 
rapid and easy cleaning.  
No need to touch the pan or 
seat mechanisms. 
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ergonomic comfort 
The semi French-curve seat 
provides ultimate comfort and 
positions the body over the  
drop zone.

poWerful flush 
Grande provides an efficient 
flush performance. Water is 
delivered from the rear via  
two side sprays and four  
centre sprays ensuring  
optimal bowl coverage.

minimal splash 
An effective and controlled  
flush reduces splashback  
to a minimum.

innovative design 
This industry leading design 
has been engineered to  
deliver a smooth exterior, 
straight skirted toilet with  
a flawless finish.

aesthetically 
pleasing –  
inside and out  
it not only looks good  
on	the	outside	–	it	has	 
straight-forward uncluttered 
lines on the inside, too.

Simply lift and clean

Rimless flush of powerful jets

The HyGiENEMax flush

Easy clean bowl



Available exclusively from specialist retailers nationally. 

For more information, or showroom locations, visit
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kohler.com.au kohler.co.nz

grande™

rimless technology

high Waterline
The pan trap has a high 
waterline ensuring the efficient 
flush all customers expect from 
KOHLER as well as reducing 
potential marking and odours.

large ‘drop zone’
The ‘Drop Zone’ is an industry 
term for the area that waste  
will fall into according to the 
combined design of the pan 
and the shape and position  
of the seat.

The Grande ‘Drop Zone’ and 
waterline have been perfectly 
positioned to ensure minmal 
marking of the pan, and the  
key areas of the trap of the  
pan are covered by water to 
further reduce marking and 
minimise odour.

Grande Rimless Back to Wall Toilet Suite 76078A-0
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